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This is THE new happiness book. From Ralph Lazar and Lisa Swerling, famed illustrators and NY
Situations bestselling authors of Me Without You, this adorable present book illustrates 500 things to
be happy about. A universally appealing gift for birthdays, graduations, vacations, or just a little pick-
me-up, this cheerful collection is sure to be a hit year after year! an unexpected bouquet, watching
the sea, fixing something, an excellent high five, therefore much more! . . The charming, make-you-
smile illustrations hit the ideal note—not too sappy, not too fairly sweet—and remind us there are
dozens of what to end up being happy about every day. Happiness is .
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Happiness Abounds Such a very simple book--notice the happiness that is particular to you and
enjoy it. I purchased 20 books as gifts, going right through and adding my own comments to
pictures as they pertained to the recipients. I had fun performing that and my friends loved the
particular personalizations they found inside, giving them one more thing to be happy about. How
good is that? So pretty! There are multiple cartoons per page and most are fairly small in
proportions, but the publication is an excellent gift to provide to someone you like in lifestyle. There
are plenty of cartoons hat you will find that you can relate with your own happiness. Wonderful
book for me to enjoy more happiness in my own . Cute concept, fun suggestions, but
heartbreaking in it's exclusion of individuals of color.. I bought the book for myself birthday gift . for
some Happiness would be a fuller representation of all people who may be interested in a book
about joy. Yes to more content! Wonderful little book to lift your spirits.She was so excited and has
mentioned multiple period through the entire year of just how much she loves it. Easy to get and go
through a few pages occasionally, and keep returning to it for brand-new ideas. Five Stars Good
for getting happy.Great buy. A great companion for those that love the public media posts of
Happiness Is.... I got this for my wife. She adores this series. not only for the day of my birthday. It
reminds me acquiring and enjoying joy in daily life is so easily.. in the world.. Charming illustrations,
and cute ideas for things you can do for yourself and others to improve your happiness level! Nice
ideas and basic thinking and cute style of cartoon provide me a whole lot of happy feelings as
soon as when I read the book. Awesome Awesome illustrations that take you back in time and
even take you to the near future. Made me smile in some instances, produced me laugh. It isn't
likely to solve fundamental problems but makes you content by reading. I value the book presents
so many genuine simple happiness that i want to recall so many happiness moment inside our lives.
I acquired one for my mother on mother's time so she could smile when she's down. C'mon Get
Happy The Joy Is cartoons are over the area on Facebook (where one can create your own with
suggestions) and this is a fun assortment of 500 cartoons. :) Cute drawings and small reminders
are great reminders that make us happy. That is how this publication makes me feel. Good for
trying to maintain positivity or light reading. Lovely and thoughtful Very lovely and thoughtful reserve
for all age groups. Cute pictures. Nice Little Book Sweet coffee table book. Thanks for quick arrival.
Happiness is... Wonderful reserve for me to enjoy more happiness in my daily life from this moment
and continue .. its like the its like the name
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